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Motivation:
We have four children (three currently in the school) and up to 18 years of being Laeken
parents ahead of us! I believe that I can continue to contribute to building our school
community and I would like to remain on the CA to try and help do that.
Since I joined the school (and the Board) 4 years ago, I have been involved in many different
aspects of what the APEEE does (periscolaire/admin/communications). I have written the
newsletter, worked on the website and most recently, been responsible for the Community
Fund. I think that events are a great way of bringing parents together and I have also been
on the Somerfesto organising committee and I have helped with the EN section events. I
hope that this experience can be useful as the APEEE makes necessary changes to the way
we work now that we are a much larger school.
Within the CA, we are now also very close to completing a proposal for a Social Fund and I
would like to see that project through as I believe it is something that is increasingly
important for our school community. I would also like to develop the work I started this
year on improving the information for new parents, as I think that when you first arrive in
the European School System it can be a very daunting experience. Most of all, I would like
to continue to direct my energy in a positive way to helping all of our children have the best
possible school environment.

